I. INTRODUCTION
The complicated structure of deep web requires sophisticated methods to access and navigate the content and data on deep web databases. Unlike the indexed surface web, deep web has no hyperlink web crawling. The complexity of deep web doesn't meet up the simple navigational access methods and techniques of surface web. Thus it requires different techniques for data extraction from deep web databases.
For the enhancement of the productivity of these search engines, the programmers are trying hard to bring the content of deep web to the surface. They not only try to search valid data but also search in a way without flooding out the users with irrelevant information. Researchers and programmers of famous search engines like Google are trying to provide data which is richer in content and fulfills user demands. Google's researchers are working on algorithm for Google's Deep web crawl [17] .
The main focus of research is to analyze the different clustering techniques to find more precise and better clustering technique for access and navigation of deep web. It may be truly useful to understand the minute detail of clustering techniques and algorithms and helps to put the foundation for developing more refined techniques for the data access and navigation from Deep web.
The reminder of paper is organized as follows. Section II elaborates on previous work, Section III presents the attempted dataset and proposed methodology, Section IV discusses our experimental results and the last Section V contains concluding remarks and demonstrates future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Various techniques of deep web clustering and classification have been presented before the comparative study of which can be found in [10] . Several researchers contributed various approaches regarding web clustering and data extraction. Here we thoroughly discuss presented clustering techniques and algorithms regarding the inspiration towards our work.
HTML structure of web documents is becoming more complex and diverse now days thus making it complicated to extract information from web pages [1] . Dr Jill Ellsworth in 1994 initially named the term "invisible web" to denote the data which was hidden from traditional search engines [2] . Google, in 2005, provides a mechanism that allows search engines and other interested users to access deep web resources and content on certain web server and database [3] .
Commercial search engines have started discovering alternative method to access deep web. BrightPlanet presented the study about deep web in 2000(a massive depository of databases and data which was hidden from search engines) declaring about deep web which was 500 times greater than surface Web having indexes available at search engines [4] .In deep web harvested search engines like Deep Web Harvester of Bright Planet Extract each individual word each time it access a web page [5] . U.S Naval Research Laboratory developed TOR network in 2002. Tor browser permits user to access deep web content anonymously and routing the encrypted requests so that traffic can be hidden from network surveillance tools [6] .
Clustering is a nucleus task in data mining. Clustering is defined as "the objects are clustered or grouped based on the principle of maximizing the inter-class similarity and minimizing the intra-class similarity". Famously used clustering methods can be categorized as hierarchical methods and partitioning methods. Hierarchical decomposition can be categorized as agglomerative or divisive. Partition clustering technique generates primary partitioning and employs iterative rearrangement technique that tries to upgrade partition through proceeding clusters from a group of cluster to another. Hierarchical modeling, clustering, complex mapping and parameter knowledge gain from user connectivity based www.ijacsa.thesai.org approach is need to be developed to meet the requirements [7] , [8] .
Clustering requires comprehensiveness, usability, ability to deal with different kinds of elements, finding of clusters with uninformed shape and ability to handle noisy data [9] . Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation are widely used clustering techniques to access and navigate the content of deep web. Clustering is the partitioning of data in similar objects. Images, words, patterns and documents can be clustered. Clustering techniques for deep web pages are Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Both are clustering algorithms that work on text [10] .
LDA semantic based technique for heterogeneous of deep web data sources is presented. LDA is a generative probabilistic model for forming content illustration of deep web database. The document consists of topics; the core work of LDA is clustering the words in document and in topics. The DWSemClust semantics based technique is developed. CAFC-C, CAFC_CH are compared to DWsemClust. CAFC employs random document selection and CAFC_CH employs the hub based clustering of induced similarity. Both of them lack the semantic based similarity of vocabulary. DWSemClust is more suitable for sparsely distributed web sources [11] , [12] .
Bayesian networks are the root of many successful probabilistic topic models. But the issue of the models based on Bayesian network is the complexity of structure of model as the deduction of latent topic model distribution is frequently undetectable. LDA, hierarchical Bayesian model for the inference of topic models is much time consuming. The deep neural network (DNN) approach helps the topic model inference with low computation [21] .
The classification techniques use more complex symbolic representation of instances. It does not work better on large dataset. In classification algorithm like KNN, the larger the dataset, the less accurate classification is done. Whereas Clustering techniques and algorithms are used to accelerate resource retrieval process on large dataset. It also enhances the efficiency of decision making task.
Zhengyu Yang with other fellows presented a new approach of automatic replication in SSD-HDD data processing and caching process. The exchange between Input/output performance and fault tolerance is balance efficiently through auto replica (a manager) in distributed caching and data processing systems with SSD-HDD tier storage systems [19] . Approximation algorithm is presented for automatic data placement in datacenters of all-flash multitier. Auto-tiering provides solution regarding allocation and migration over multiple SSD. It helps in optimizing the performance and decreasing migration operating cost. It makes the issue of polynomial time simpler and resolvable [20] . The auto-tier and auto-replica [19] , [20] approach are machine learning approaches which can be further enhanced in future to operate on deep web databases.
III. METHODOLOGY
To elaborate what research is conducted it is helpful to demonstrate wholly the materials and method of research. The methodology includes the overall description of research. It provides a compact view of work which is done in this research.
 Data Gathering: First step was the collection of data.
 Implementation and Comparison: Different clustering techniques of deep web are implemented and analyzed.
 Identification of Valuable Factors of clustering:
Valuable factors of various clustering techniques for deep web access are identified and compared. These factors include flexibility, usability, complexity, sensitivity, adaptability and scope. On the basis of these factors the comparison between differences is performed.
A. Data Collection
Data is collected from various sources. The collected data is then used for existing algorithm's implementation
1) Data Set Information (bag of words):
The dataset consists of text collection in shape of bag of words. NIPS conference paper 1987 and review of Psychological articles is gathered in the dataset. After tokenization, removal of words vocabulary was diminuend by merely keeping the words coming more than 10 times. No class labels are assigned to the datasets due to copyrights factors. 
3) Data Set Information (movie Space):
The dataset consists of user's movie rating of different years and types. The data set contains numeric values and is employed in Hierarchical Clustering, k-means clustering and pLSA.
B. Analysis and Comparision
Analysis and comparison of different clustering techniques to access and navigate the deep web are conducted to find and evaluate the functionality and performances of these techniques.
Clustering techniques are implemented in Matlab (MATLAB R2014a) for analysis. Matlab has momentous support for fast prototyping algorithms, graphing and matrix operations.
1) Techniques of clustering a) Latent Dirichlet Allocation:
Latent Dirichlet Allocation is a generative model which affirms that documents have multiple topics. Topic is a distribution over a fixed vocabulary. All documents of homogenous set contribute to the similar combination of topics but every document demonstrates these topics with distinct ratio [13] .
LDA is mostly used for the modeling of text corpora. The notion of "bag of words" is implemented in these models. The topic in this model has discrete distribution of words from some finite lexicons. LDA moulds each documents as combination of clusters. Psychreview and NIPS dataset is implemented with LDA algorithm. [14] , [15] . Some suitable conditions to apply LSA techniques are as follows: 1) When documents contain same writing style.
c) Latent Semantic
2) When each and every document has focuses on particular topic.
3) When a word has higher probability of belonging to a topic than another topic and lower probability with other topics. Table II highlights the differences between pLSA and LSA. The LSA method originates from Linear Algebra and acts upon the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The pLSA method has the foundation on mixture decomposition. The advantage of using pLSA statistical model over SVD is that it permits to join diverse models methodologically. 
Hierarchical Methods
Divisive: Divisive is the top bottom approach for clustering. Divisive clustering is less blind to the global structure of data. The idea of divisive clustering is that all objects are in one cluster. The cluster is divided into sunclusters which are sequentially separated into more subclusters. This process persists unless the preferred cluster is acquired. The divisive clustering follows the top-down approach of hierarchical structure.
Agglomerative: Every object embodies its own cluster. The clusters are sequentially merged unless the desired pattern of cluster is achieved. The fundamental function of agglomerative clustering is the calculation of proximity among two groups of clusters. Agglomerative clustering follows the bottom up hierarchy [16] .
1) Initiate with point as single clusters
2) At every step, merge the closest pair of clusters until only a cluster left. 
b) K-means Clustering:
K-means is a heuristic approach of partitioning clustering. Each cluster is connected with a central point called centroid. Each point in cluster is linked to cluster with nearest and closest cluster. Number of clusters must be identified and denoted as k. The aim is to reduce the summation of distances of the points to their relevant centroid. Mixture model (EM algorithm: dealing with clusters having uncertainty), k-medoids(better for noise and outlier), k-median and k-models are the variations of k-means method. Algorithm 1. Choose K points as early centroids.(initial centroids are selected randomly) 2. From K clusters allocate all points to the nearest and closest centroids. 3. Recomputed the centroid of every cluster 4. Reiterate step 2& 3 unless the centroids don't change. 5. Selection of K points may be performed by using some method.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results are presented in this section by implementing various algorithm and different dataset. Major outcome of this research is describes below.
A. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
LDA Gibbs algorithm is implemented on the bag of words (NIPS and psychreview) dataset. It proves better than LSA traditional algorithm by accessing and extracting desired information. It is proved as time efficient techniques with a large dataset. As the number of iterations increase the time efficiency of LDA is disturbed. Words extraction from different topic models is depicted as below. Table III shows the detailed comparison of LDA and LSA. Fig. 1 shows the most occurred words in first ten topics with ten iterations. It offers more compact view of data extraction from documents. LDA (LDA-Gibbs) technique is more accurate to present possible desired results. Probabilistic LSA defines the probability of /topic/word in each cluster. 
B. Latent Semantic Analysis
LSA algorithm is implemented on Bag of Word (NIPS & psychreview) dataset. The LSA measures the likelihood of every word in a topic model. The word extraction from topics is a time consuming process in LSA as compared to LDA. A small dataset is easily accessed in lesser time than large dataset.
A pLSA code with a large data set with different iterations has run and produced different elapsed time. The execution time on large dataset with 100 iterations is 2331.868618 and 121.118317 sec with 50 iterations. Table III compares LDA and LSA on the basis of various factors.
The pLSA working of algorithm with minimum iteration produce fast execution, whether the execution on large dataset with much iteration is time-consuming. 209 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
C. Hierarchical clustering
Hierarchical clustering algorithm is implemented on Movies and Temperature datasets [18] .
1) Types of Linkage Function a)
Single Linkage: Merging of two clusters where two nearest elements have the minimum distance. It produces the minimum spanning tree. It promotes the expansion of extended clusters. It is highly sensitive to the noise. b) Complete Linkage: Merging of two clusters in every step that merging has the maximum distance. It promotes dense clusters. It doesn't work efficiently if extended clusters are presented. c) Average Linkage: Keeping in view the sensitivity of complete linkage clustering to outliers and the predisposition of single linkage clustering to create big chains that don't match up the discerning idea of clusters as solid objects is observed. Agglomerative clustering is very strong and vigorous with average cluster distance and linkage. Fig. 5 shows the comparisons of types of linkages.
The algorithm is implemented on MovieSpace dataset and Temperature Sheet dataset. As the hierarchical clustering is implemented on large dataset of MovieSpace, it consumes more CPU time and memory space and affects the cost of Input/output. It is slower than k-means algorithm on same dataset and takes longer time to generate result. 
D. K-means Clustering
K-means algorithm is implemented on MovieSpace dataset. On data set of MovieSpace the K-means algorithm is implemented which produce faster results and low execution time than the same dataset's implementation in Hierarchical algorithm. The algorithm produces random cluster each time when executed. It generates efficient result with sparse (not dense) data with no noise. It utilizes less Input/output and memory storage for execution. K-means performs better with large data set as compared to hierarchical clustering. 
Hierarchical Clustering vs. K-means Clustering

Factors
Hierarchical Clustering K-means Clustering Nesting Combination of nested clusters, which are arranged as tree. Combination of objects in related clusters such that every object is in just a single cluster.
Complexity
Time and Space complexity(Non-Linear) Time complexity is at least O(m 2 ) m is the total number of instances that is not linear with number of objects in cluster. Clustering a large dataset may have immense I/O cost.
Linear Complexity
The algorithm works well with very large number of instances. Better of Large dataset.
Sensitivity
Problem with noise and outliers in data Problem with noise and data that has outliers. Appropriate only when mean is characterized. It needs the number of clusters in advance.
Result Demonstration
The result of hierarchical clustering is presented in the form of dendrogram.
The results of K-means clustering are presented mostly in cluster points and plots.
Back-tracking
No back-tracking is observed as hierarchical clustering can never go back to previous step K-means is a randomized algorithm , it always select clusters randomly each time
Usability
The Use of Hierarchical clustering is normally constrained with numeric attributes. A hierarchy of documents in deep web database can also be maintained
The Use of K-means is frequently constrained with numeric attributes.
Adaptability
Show better performance on data set consisting of non-identical clusters containing string and having a common centers or clusters Show better performance on data set which has isotropic clusters and not as adaptable as hierarchal single link method. In Table V , K-means takes required number of clusters and the starting means as inputs and generates final means as output. Means of cluster are described first and last means. K is the number of clusters, d is dimensions (2nd dimensional or 3 rd dimensional), X and INIT are the required numbers of clusters and initial means. Fig. 12 , Sensitivity of K-means can be seen in center initialization of a cluster. When the center initialization is done poorly it may lead to bad intersection speed and on the whole bad clustering. K-means clustering method groups the same the type of objects in similar cluster.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The complicated structure of deep web requires sophisticated methods to access and navigate the content and data on deep web databases. The comparative analysis of clustering techniques demonstrates that to extract information from deep web databases is the complex task. It deducts the weaknesses of these techniques to overcome for better performance. LSA is beneficial to work with small datasets; it is much time-consuming working with large datasets. The LDA (LDA-Gibbs) technique is far better than LSA to present possible desired results. Hierarchical and partitioning methods are beneficial for structuring the content on deep web databases. The random allocation of documents in cluster having similar or dissimilar documents produces time efficient method, whereas, hierarchical structure of documents of similar category produces time consuming methods. The combination of both methods may enhance some features for structuring document.
The analysis provides new directions to refine these techniques. The future work focuses on designing, modification and amalgamation of existing techniques for better performance and functionality. Genetic algorithm based clustering techniques are taken into consideration for future technological enhancements. The Combination of clustering technique with other data mining or machine learning technique like Deep Neural networks and artificial neural networks may provide a more optimized and refined technique of data access on deep web. For maximum desired search outputs semantic as well as syntactic accuracy of search prediction can be devised through discovering unique techniques to deal with certain semantic and linguistic properties of deep web sites.
